c’t Netzwerke helps to optimally set up the home network. The special issue provides a broad overview of current network hardware - first and foremost Fritzbox routers -, advises on purchasing and evaluation, and supports setup with in-depth know-how. Wi-Fi 6 extensions are well established, but are now hitting the sweet spot between price and performance ahead of Wi-Fi 7’s broad market launch. In the focus on VPN modernization, the issue explains why central servers are unnecessary and how easy it is to master modern VPNs.

### Fritzbox setup and tuning
- Updated buying guide & basic setup
- Product update straight from the IFA
- Fritzbox as IPv6 workhorse
- Fritzbox as a smart home center
- Smart home practice with DECT-ULE and Zigbee

### Using fast Wi-Fi
- Deploy mesh WLAN systems
- Mesh WLAN systems under test
- Wi-Fi 6: Product tests
- Wi-Fi 7 Field test

### Building networks
- Wiring networks cost-effectively
- Switches and modems: Product tests
- Network tips & tricks

### Modernize VPN
- Device networking without a central server
- Overview of SDN concepts and technology
- Practice with ZeroTier
- Pretty Good Phone Privacy
- GoogleOne VPN
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